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By Mike Bara

Adventures Unlimited Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In Ancient Aliens on Mars II, New York Times bestselling author Mike Bara returns
the reader to Mars to examine the enduring mysteries of the Red Planet. Building on the case made
in Ancient Aliens on Mars and using data acquired from sophisticated new scientific instruments like
the Mars Odyssey THEMIS infrared imager, Bara shows that the region of Cydonia overlays a vast
underground city full of enormous structures and devices that may still be operating. He peels back
the layers of mystery to show images of tunnel systems, temples and ruins, and exposes the
sophisticated NASA conspiracy designed to hide them and discredit the researchers that discovered
these exotic ruins. Bara also tackles the enigma of Marsa (TM) hollowed out moon Phobos, and
exposes evidence from over 30 years of observations that it is artificial. Long-held myths about
Mars, including claims that it is protected by a sophisticated UFO defense system, are examined and
illuminated. Data from the Mars rovers Spirit, Opportunity and Curiosity is examined; everything
from fossilized plants to mechanical debris is exposed in images taken directly from NASAa (TM)s
own archives....
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This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina  K shler in DDS-- K r istina  K shler in DDS

Basically no words to describe. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am just pleased to let you know that this is actually the greatest publication i have
read within my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II--  Pr of . Ron Ga ylor d II
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